Mobility, Seating &
Positioning:
Device

Description

Bed rail

Handle is mounted to a board which slides between
mattress and box spring.

Maple Transfer Board

Wooden transfer board with notches on both sides.
Secures to wheelchair arms from left/right side.

Ramp - Theshold Ramp

Qty 2. 1" ramp bridges door entry for ease of entry/exit.
Non-skid surface.

Cane - Adjustable Folding

Aluminum cane w/pistol grip. Adjusts from 33" - 36".
Less than 12" long when folded.

Strider Walker

Handles adjust without tools to provide stability and
posture. Extra wide base provides stability safety
and balance.

Ramp - 10' ramp
Cane - 4 Prong Adjustable

Cane with 4 prongs at the bottom for more stability.

Assisto Seat

Lightweight and portable. Provides extra lift when rising
from a chair. Padded, 2-spring seat supports. Supports
150-250lbs. Carry handle.

Roll Aid

Attaches to standard wheelchair to make powered chair.

Ramp - EZ Access
Portable Wheelchair Ramp

Portable. 6' x 29" 35lbs.

Cane - Couch Cane

Adjustable. Cushion grip. Anti-skid pads. Right or
left handed use.

Ramp - Portable Van
Ramp

8 feet

Gait Belt

Multi-stripe

Saddle Bag for use with
Walker
Transfer Board

Solid wood

Ramp - Theshold Ramp
Deluxe Swivel Seat
Cushion

Enables individuals to swivel while in a sitting position.
360 degree rotation. Base is non-skid and non-slip.
Weight capacity of 300 lbs.

Cane - 4 Prong
Adjustable

Provides additional stability and support with a
four point cane base.

Transport Chair

This lightweight transport chair is a cost effective
wheelchair for those individuals with limited mobility.
This chair allows you to travel further than conventional
canes allow. Its compact size and lighter weight allow a
companion to lift and store the chair with ease.

Walker - Evolution 4
Wheeled

Lightweight. Allows a more upright walking posture.
Small turning radius, basket, and seat.

Ramp - 8' Roll up Ramp

2 pieces, slides together

Walker

3 wheeled.

Wheelchair - X-Large
Bariatric

Heavy duty frame with oxygen tank holder.

Walker - 4 wheeled

with seat and storage below

Safety Sure Transfer
Pivot Disk 13"

Transfer between a chair and a wheelchair, a
wheelchair and a toilet, a chair or wheelchair and a bed.
Placed on the floor. Ideal for use by patients who are
able to stand but cannot readily move their legs.
Lightweight and convenient grip handle.

Folding Seat Cane

Strong construction, tri-pod design.

Rubber Threshold Ramp

Designed for doorways and raised landings. Can be
used alone or with another. Sits against doorsill. Ideal
for indoor or outdoor use. Portable.

